
2015 Awards: Worst Major Show
of the Year
This  is always an interesting one.

We’ll go chronologically with the nominees here and start with the Royal
Rumble. I actually didn’t mind this show at first but the more I think
about it the worse it seems. The problem here is very simple: the Rumble
itself sucked. I mean it totally sucked. It’s not so much that it’s bad
but it was just so freaking boring. There was no secret about the fact
that Reigns was winning and then they go out of their way to give him Big
Show and Kane at the end (plus the real finish with Rusev). The triple
threat was amazing but other than that there’s just nothing on here. When
a third of the show bombs, there’s little saving it.

Continuing with the Reigns run, we have Fastlane. The thing is, I really
kind of liked this show. The key to remember is that Fastlane was a two
match show and both of those matches more than delivered. You couple that
with a good Tag Team Title match and a nice six man opener and the show
really wasn’t that bad. Completely unnecessary yes, but far from bad.

Now we get to something that really deserves a mention with
Slammiversary. Much like Fastlane it really didn’t need to exist, but in
this case the show was nothing. The big draw was Jeff Jarrett returning
to win the old TV Title to help set up that stupid GFW invasion which
didn’t go anywhere because it was a lame idea. The rest of the show was
nothing interesting either because TNA was worried about spoiling their
precious TV show. Instead, screw the fans that are willing to pay for
your big show because that’s going to keep money rolling in. Typical TNA
though, which is what makes it even worse.

Next up we’ll go to another country for AAA TripleMania XXIII. This is
another tricky one as the action itself is overshadowed by the horrible
production and technical issues. There’s no way around this as you could
barely hear the show half the time due to the persistent buzzing, as well
as the ending of the show being cut off. It didn’t help that Matt Striker
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was on commentary because he’s on EVERY PAY PER VIEW EVER anymore. These
things were such major problems and it’s really hard to overlook them.

The other thing though is the show really wasn’t very good. There are
definitely worse shows and the double main event was solid enough to keep
it from being a runaway disaster but the rest of the show just bombed. It
felt like a tribute to wrestlers and feuds from twenty years ago and that
doesn’t make for an entertaining three hours, at least not for outside
fans. When you have bad technical issues and bad wrestling, it’s really
hard to defend a show.

Then there’s TNA’s other pay per view: Bound For Glory. Just like last
year’s FAR worse show from Japan, this show had almost no time to set
anything up because of the screwy taping schedule and that still stupid
GFW invasion. Other than that though, the former Brodus Clay won one of
the worst matches in years in a 25 minute gauntlet match, Kurt Angle got
another big win because he needs it so badly and then Matt Hardy won the
World Title. Why? BECAUSE HE’S MATT FREAKING HARDY AND A LEGEND THAT YOU
ALL CARE ABOUT!

Bound For Glory didn’t need to exist, was thrown together, and then wound
up meaning nothing because the World Title was vacated less than two days
later for the sake of setting up the World Title Series. How annoyed do
you think the fans who actually paid for this show were when they found
out that none of this actually mattered? TNA isn’t in a place to cater to
its live audience this much but they do it time after time no matter
what.

Finally we have Survivor Series, where WWE also had the chance to reshape
things with a tournament. This went well enough with two watchable
matches and then a bad main event. Sheamus cashing in Money in the Bank
made things even worse because, just like the Bound For Glory main event,
whatever you saw on the show wound up meaning nothing. At least WWE
didn’t really hide the fact that the cash-in was coming, though it didn’t
make it much better.

The show had another big draw though in the Undertaker/Kane vs. the Wyatt
Family. This was also everything the fans were expecting: a dull match, a



predictable ending, and another big waste of time that could have led
somewhere but wound up being another way to praise some older guys who
are only so interesting in the first place. After that all you had was a
pretty boring midcard and that made for a horrible show.

Overall…..I think I’ll take Survivor Series over TripleMania here.
Survivor Series at least had the potential to be something while the AAA
show really felt like it was just there and if it happened to be good
then so be it. One of the major WWE shows should be worth watching though
and when you take away any of the impact, some good to pretty good
wrestling just isn’t worth it.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the History of Wrestlemania at Amazon for just $3.99
at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0188BJRGU

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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